Let G = G(V, E) be a graph with | V | vertices and | E | edges and total graph, T (G) is obtained from G. In This paper we have study the Harmonic index of total graph for standards graphs, bipartite graph of particular type, regular graph, Grid graph Gm,n and Complete Binary tree.
1.Introduction
Let G(V, E) be a simple connected undirected graph with | V |= n vertices, | E |= m edges, uv ∈ E(G) if u and v are adjacent in G. The Randić index of graph G is denoted by R(G) and it is defined as R(G) = uv∈E(G)
2 [11] , where d u is the degree of the vertex u in G. Few related variants of the Randić index has been introduced in last few years.Sum-connectivity index is one among them introduced by zhou and Trinajstic in [14, 15] and it is defined as X(G) = uv∈E(G)
2 [11] .
α , where α is the real number. It has been found that X α (G) and R(G) correlate well between themselves and with Π-electron energy of benzenoid hydrocarbons. In this paper we study the another related variant of the index namely the Randić Harmonic index of a graph G and is denoted by H(G) and defined as
This Index was first appeared in [5] . Zhong found the minimum and maximum values of the harmonic index for simple connected graph and trees, and characterized the corresponding extremal graph.
2.Harmonic Index of Total Graphs of Some Graphs
For every graph G there exist a graph called the line-graph of G and is denoted by L(G), whose points correspond in a one-to-one manner with the lines of G in such a way that two points in the L(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding lines are adjacent in G. Vertices and edges are elements of a graph G. For any graph G, total graph, denoted by T (G), is obtained from G whose vertex set V (T (G)) = V (G) ∪ E(G) and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding elements are adjacent or incident in G. Total graph is introduced by Mehdi Behzad and Gary Chartrand in the year 1966. They have presented the characterization of graphs hamiltonian total graphs and of graph whose total graphs are Eulerian.
Observation

If v
′ is the point in the total graph of G corresponding to point v of G, then the degree of v ′ , denoted by deg v ′ , equals 2 deg v. Where x = v 1 v 2 is a line of G and x ′ is the corresponding point of T (G), then deg
In this paper Exact values of Harmonic index of total graph of standard graphs such as Path, Cycle, Gird Graph, Bipartite graph of a particular type and complete binary tree are obtained.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a graph with | V |=n and | E |= m then
each edge belongs any one of the following category.
(i) edges between u ′ and v ′ , where u ′ and v ′ are vertices corresponding to the vertices u and v in G.
(ii) edges between X ′ and Y ′ , where X ′ and Y ′ are vertices corresponding to the edges X and Y in G.
(iii) edges between X ′ and u ′ , where X ′ and u ′ are vertices corresponding to the edge X and the vertex u respectively, X = uv ∈ E(G).
where
From (1), (2) and (3), 
Hence, H[T(G
here degree of every vertex in T (G) is 2k. therefore, =
Corollary 2.4.1. Let C n be a cycle with n vertices then H[T (C n )] = n. proof: Total graph T (C n ) is the 4-regular graph of the size 4n.
. proof: T (K n )isthe(2(n-1))-regular graph of the size
Theorem 2.5. Let graph G be a bipartite graph with bipartition X and Y for all i.
(3k1+k2)(k1+3k2) . proof: Let G be a bipartite graph with partition | X |= m and | Y |= n. number of edges in G is mk1+nk2 2
In the Total graph of G,
Corollary 2.5.1. let K m,n be a complete bipartite graph then (4, 5) , (4, 6) , (5, 5) , (5, 6) , (5, 7) , (6, 6) , (6, 7) , (6, 8) , (7, 7) , (7, 8) , (8, 8) respectively. l , 2 l , 2 l−1 , 2, (2 l+1 + 2), 1, 6, (9.2 l−1 − 22) have the degree pairs(ie., end degree vertices) in the total graph are (2,4), (2, 6) , (4, 4) , (4, 5) , (4, 6) , (5, 5) , (5, 6) and (6, 6) respectively. 
H[T (T )] =
